HECO Direkt high sensitivity floorstanding monitors
Inspired by traditional roots, the engineers at Heco have created a modern 2-way loudspeaker
incorporating the latest technological innovations. The resulting HECO Direkt combines the dynamics
and bass power of a large floor-standing loudspeaker with the realistic imaging and three-dimensional
soundstage of a high-end stand-mount. All of the individual components have been specially
developed for this loudspeaker and optimised for high efficiency and minimal distortion.
Optimised components ensure excellent performance
Impressive bass is just one quality of the 11 inch
subwoofer with its Kraft paper diaphragm. Thanks to
development utilising Klippel laser measurement
technology, this driver delivers low distortion and great
sonic precision right into the midrange.
To ensure low bass neutrality is maintained, two flowoptimised reflex ports on the underside provide
adaptable acoustic coupling to the room.
At 2.35 Hz, the 28 mm silk-compound tweeter takes
over. Its powerful double magnet and efficiencyenhancing aluminium wave-guide result in excellent
dynamic integration, making it the ideal partner for the
highly dynamic subwoofer.
The overall result is a finely
balanced and precise
soundscape. The fast, tuneful
bass, clear and articulate
midrange and the dynamically
fine treble are accompanied by
outstanding dynamic
capabilities. Efficiency, speed and tonal purity of this standard can only usually
be achieved with horn loudspeakers - the HECO Direkt delivers these qualities
without the size, cost and sonic drawbacks of horns.
Their high efficiency and easy impedance characteristics - linearised via the
impedance control circuit - also make them the ideal partner for modestlypowered valve and transistor amplifiers (>10 <320 watts per channel).

Top technology and timeless design
The sloping enclosure of the HECO Direkt not only provides for visual elegance, it also offers tangible
acoustic advantages. The wide, backward tilted baffle optimises phase integration of the drive units,
while the treble unit’s waveguide optimises dispersion characteristics – eliminating baffle and room
interactions .
The three-point mounting of the cabinets on sleek, solid-metal feet ensures ideal weight distribution and
great stability. Aesthetically, the influence of iconic guitars from rock history on the Direkt is
unmistakable.
Specifications
Cabinet:
Stylish lacquer finish in Satin White or Satin Black with contrasting double stripes on the front
Solidly built, multiply braced and strutted MDF enclosure with attractive diffraction-reducing curves
Bespoke solid metal foot construction for an absolutely stable base, three-point mounting for perfect
weight distribution
Floor-protecting rubber feet and all-metal spikes included to suit all floor types
Twin bass-reflex design with bi-directional airflow-optimized downwards-firing ports for optimal bass and
good room integration
Dimensions (WxHxD):
440 x 998 x 397mm inc feet
25.8 kg
Power Handling (RMS/Max):
200 / 320 Watts
Sensitivity (2.8V/1m):
95 dB
Impedance:
4 – 8 Ohms
Frequency response:
25Hz – 28KHz
Recommended Amplifier Output:
10 – 320 Watts
Price:
£2,500 per pair
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